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]3~ilant$i[f(cm~~x;]
1 Hotel weinstock .. Reit GelIer· Unzhausenstraße 38 2459 Me P MA ,10-400 n.v.
2 HotetPalm" lUaSchlang Vordem Leeter 13 2532 ,p MA,K SO-500 Wp il.V.
3 Hotel-Restaurant Burg Ockenfets .. E.Harms OCkenfels 2071n2 p MA 4Ou.80 n.v.·
4 Hotet-RestaurantGut FrOhscheid FamilieWledemeyer . Am Renigerweg .7015 01 P MA 10-50 n.v.
5 Caf8WGIB, EmJlWel8 MittelstraBe 7-11 2295
6 A1tUnz - Christel Klein Mittelstraße 15" 2483 MA
7 W8lnhaua Mohr Josef18wes Gtabenstraße 3 3316 MI MA

,
30 '. n.v.

a HotetwaJd HeinzKloos Unzhausenstraße 80 2580 P MA 35
9 UnzerHot Geschw. SchaBberger Am Halbom 10 2765 MA 30-50 n.V.
10 Burgktause Roiand Grumptrnann .Burgplatz 11 2466 Mo . MA ;

11 Wetnhaua Rebenhof .. ErichThür Vor dem Leetor 2 2680 ? MA 30-100 WP n.v.
12 ZUmKöbea JakobLück ·Buttermarkt 9 2653- MI
13 Welnhaua zUr Unde Familie Hesse Hospitalstraße 12- 2392
14 SrQckenschänke ArmeIlese Seinsche LinzhausenstraBe 72 3123 Da P
16 Ristorante Plz:zerta Franco Franco Soravia KlosterstraBe 5 2200
17 Restaurant Burg Unz .. Robert J. Schwaab Burgplatz4 702:1 P: MA bis 200 n.V.
1& Wlnzerhaus sm Kaiaerberg .. Käthe Qelpenich Zum W1nzemaus 12 2435 p' MA n.v.
19 ZUrAlten Post .. RucliStein RhelnstraBe 5 2517 MA,K . .20-90 n.v.
20 ZU1" Bunten Stadt _GünterWagner Neustraße23 3307 Da. MA 40-180' n.V.
21 Bacchus-Keller .. Ingeborg Probst Marktplatz 17 2480 Mo P 50-SO ,wP n.V.
22 La Campagnola ·Fam.OILauro Strohgasse6 7800 01 MA I
23 Slrtald, N. GlonaJ1<jas Strohgasse 6, 7840 MO- MA, 30, I24 Rhetntor

,.

·Chrlstine K1lnkusch Burgplatz 10 . 2738 MI MA· -
'.

' . I
25 Em Stropp , -Klaus Staby- Neustra6e 13 2624 Me 1
26 ZUrMQhle" ,Tins Patfhausen Mühlengasse 17 . 3224 01- MA- 30
27 Schmeck'Lecker" . ,. Aesche-Aimola . 8urgplatz 13 -7937 MA ..
28 ZUm atten Ste,rn 'Ton! EuskJrchen. Asbacher Straße 139 2659 00 P MA 20-100 n.v.
29 "Qo.1nl'- He/ens Nietzard AsbacherStra8e 17 2994 S8/So

,
Disco

30 EmPözJe- . -
- JOrgen Kryil, NeustraBe 17 1710 Di MA 40'

31 ZUmNeutor ehr. Holberg . Neustraße 27 5797 MI
32 Zum Hammer RftaSchmahl Am Hammer 2560 Mo
33 Burgdiskothek Castello EPW,GmbH' ,Burgplatz 4 4921 P 300 Disco
34 Wefnhaus Wlnzen - 'W1I11W1nzen' AsbacherStraße 74 3255 01 wp
35 ZumMarlws satvatore GJobbe KlosterstraBe 8a 3285· 01 MA
36 NlbeJungen Im Rhelnlachei1 Hof ' . Helnr'lch Kleln AhBinstraße 13 25-78. MA
37 C8feLeber Geschw. Ftings 8urgplatz2 2339 . 00 . i
38 UnzerC81e-Restaurant Oletmar Brietzke ·KanzlerstraBe 1682· M 90 n.V. I
39 Caf6 Schneider -, P. Schneider, ·Neustra6e 15 2502
40 Peppers~6tGalerie ·Klaus Papper Asbacher Straße 25 4707 F.·lNohnWlg·.. u. K1elnlamt
41 MertlnsStuben ,.' ~ Martln SCherer Am Gestade 2 5253 MI P
42 EmStQffJe ·JQrgen Kryil'. 8uttermari<t 10 . 3470 Mo
43 JAgertdause Kurt Kurz

,.
~platz27 6918 (){

44 OriU am Markt Hartmut ROcHger Strohgasse 18 '., 1270 MA
45 Ital EJsca16 Almola-50ravia Burgplatz 12 4100

,.-

46 EJs.SaIon Dolomiten Julio Corazza Rheinstra8e15 5735
47 1taJ. EIsdiele am Markt eHsabeth Sagul MBJ1<tplatz 22 4308 P -
48 Eis-Salon Cordella .' Modesto CordeUa Klosterstra8e 12 3689
49 ' Bahnhofsgaststätte- Katharina SChmidt Bahnhofsplatz 1 3428 P MA I n.V.
50 Kaktus Jean·Regis Olbus CommenderiestraBe 2 1474 . Mo MA
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1. Introduction.

The aubject of investigation ia a Hamiltonian vector-field Hf on a 2N-dimensio

na! symplectic manifold (M,w) , which ia integrable on some invariant symplectic sub

manifold 9' eM, dim 9' =2n < 2N . So 9' is foliated into invariant tori T~ depen

ding on an n-dimensional parameter pEP ce !Rn , and the fl?w on every torus T~ is

of the form q= Vp fO{p) (fO is a restrietion of the hamiltonian f to 9'). Let

(T 9").1 eT ~ == UrnE 9"Tm be the (skew-)normal bundle of 9'.If 8t ia a flow of

Hf ' then the normal bundle (T 9").1 is invariant for th~ tangent flow 8t*. We call the

restrietion of 8t* on (T 9").1 "the flow of the normal variational equation (NVE) of

Hf along 9"', and study the question: under what conditions is this flow rerlucible to

the flow of ä.linear equation with coefficients independent of the point q ET~

(so-called reducibility problemj see e.g. Johnson, Sell (1981)). If such reducibility occur

then in the' "nondegenerate case" 9' ia "KAM-5table". That is most of the tori Tn ,p

pEP, survive after a small hamiltonian perturbation of the system (this results from a

perturbation theorem for lower-dimensional invariant tori of a linear system, see

:;': Eliasson (1988), Kuksin (1989), Päschel (1989)).

It is known that if DO additional conditions are imposed then the NVE may be

non-reducible (see Johnson (1979), Herman (1983)). On the other hand, if in a neighbor

hood of 9" the conditions of the "degenerate Liouville-Amold theorem" are fulfilled,

then the vector-field Hf is integrable in the vicinity of 9' and NVE is trivially redu

cible (for the degenerate Liouville-Amold theorem see Eliasson (1988) and Hs bibliogra

phy).

Dur aim in tbis paper is to obtain same criterion of reducibility of the NVE ,

which is a rather straightforward infinitesimal version of the Liouville-Amold theorem.
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In the important case of codimension 1 (N = n+l) this criterium gives as a test for

reducibilit~ some zero-curvature equation.

We are most interested in elliptic invariant submanifolds 9". For such a 9" with

reducible flow of the NVE we give adefinition of a spectrum of the flow and formulate

the nondegeneracy condition sufficient for KA~~tability of :T in terms of this spec

trum.

§ 2. Criterion of reducibility.

We shall formulate the results in analytic case. So all the manifolds and the

mappings are supposed to be analytic. Let the symplectic manifold (M,w) be provided

with Riemann metric dm and the submanifold 9' is symplectomorphic to ('rn x p,

dp A dq), Tn = {q} , P = {p} . That is, 9" = Eo(Tn
x P) for an (analytic) map

Below we identify 9" with Tn )( P .

If St is a flow of hamiltonian vector field Hf' then the subbundles

T ~ = UmE 9"TmM C TM J T 9" C T ~ and (T 5'").L C T ~ (the skew-nor

mal bundle 'to T 9" in T ~) are invariant for the tangent flow St*.

Definition 1. The flow St* of the NVE of the vector-field Hf along 9" (to

gether with the underlying normal bundle (T 5'").L is ca.lled reducible if

1) there exist a symplectic trivialisation of the bundle (T 9).1 ,
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Tn )( p )( y ; I (T 9j.1

~$/

(2.1)

where the fiber Y = 1R2m = IRm )( ~m , m = N-n , has the usual symplectic struc-
y y+ Y

ture with the form dy+ A dy_ .

2) There exists an analytic symmetrie 2m)(2m - matrix A(p) such that under

this trivialiaation the flow St* on (T 9).1 eorresponds on Tn )( p )( Y to the flow of

the equation

(2.2)

where J(y+,y~ = (-y_,y+) (we use the same notation for operators and their matri

ces).

In the situation of the Definition 1, we will say (with some abuse of language) that

the NVE is reducible.

Definition 2. The flow St* is called complex-reducible if its complexification in

the bundle (T 9').1 ~ 4: ia reducible in the eategory of eomplex aympleetic bundles,
IR

with some symmetrie eomplex matrix A(p).

Proposition 1. If the bundle (T 9')J. can be trivialized (i.e. if there exists an

isomorphism iI as in (2.1)), then some neighborhood of 9' in M ia symplectomorphic

to a neighborhood 0 of 9"0 = '['n )( p )( {o} in Tn )( p x Y with the 2-fonn

dp A dq + dy+ A dy_ .
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Proof. Let us consider the restriction on (T 9').1 of the geodesic flow on TM

and take its M-projection:

for x E M, ~ E (T 9)~ . Let (T 9')~ be the zerD--5ection of (T 9').1 . Then for arbi

trary (x,O) E (T 9)~ the tangent map

is a linear symplectomorphism and its restriction on (Tx 9).1 ia the identical map. Spo

by inverse function theorem the restriction of the ma.p S 0 t .on some neighborhood 01

of 9'0 in T n )( P )( IRn defines an isomorphism and

*
(B 0 t) wI 9'0 = dp A dq + dy+ A dy_

Now by the relative Darboux theorem (see Arnold, Givental (1985), Weinstein (1977))

in a neighborhood 0 of Tn )( P )( {o} there exists a change of coordinates V such

that

*and (B 0 ~. 0 V) a = dp A dq + dy+ A dy_

(2.4)

•

PropOsition 2. If the NVE for Hf along 9" ia reducible, then in the symplectic
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cordinates (q,p,y) from Proposition 1

1 3
f(q,p,y) = fO(p) + 2" <A(p)y,y> + O( Iy I ) .

Proof. Let us wri te f( q,p,y) as aseries in y:

.J1 1 1 .,.2 3
f = t~(q,p) + f (q,p)oy + 2" <t-(q,p)y,y> + O( Iy I )

(2.5)

(2.6)

Here fl is a vector in 1R2m and j2 is a symmetrie linear operator. As the manifold

::r = {y = O} is invariant for the veetor-field Hf) we have fl == 0 i aB the restriction

of Hf on 9' is the Hamiltonian system with hamiltonian fO(.p) ) we also have

fJ = fO(p) . The fiow of a NVE along 9"0 for the system with hamiltonian (2.5) is the

one of equations

(2.7)

•

As S*(x,O)·1 .L is identical map Vxe 9' and V*(m) is identieal Vxe ::r,
(T 9)x

then the map t transforms solutions of the system (2.7) into trajectories of the flow

St* I . Sy by the item 2) of Definition 1 the set of solutions of equations (2.7) is
(T 9).L

equal to the one of the equation (2.2). Thus r2(q,p) == a(p) .

In what follows for an analytic function g on M we write

g(m) = o(dist(m, 9))p , p E Y.., p ~ 0 , if in every Iocal chan on M with coordinates

(xp""~N) we have:
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Theorem 1. Let f1' ... ,fn be analytic functions in some neighborhood of 9' such

that f1 = f and

a) (2.8)

b) Y Cl E Tn , pEP the vectors Hf (Cl,P) ,... ,Hf (Cl,P) are linearly indepen-
1 n

dent and are tangent to T~ = {(q,p) E 9'1 p = p} .
p

Then VPo E P there exists a neighborhood Po of Po .such that the NVE for Hf

along 9'0 = 1['n )( Po is complex-reducible.

Remark 1. The assumption b) of the theorem results from a) and the following

three assumptions:

i) firn) = o(dist(m, 3)) ,

ii) . Hess f(p) ~ 0 ,

iii) VCl,P the vectors· Hf (q,p), ... ,Hf (q,p) are linearly independent.
1 n

Indeed, by (i) the submanifold 9' is invariant for the flows S~ of Hf. for an j and
J

these flows commute on 9'j by a) (see Lemma 1 below). So a set

MN N = Ut t S~ 0 ... 0 S~ (Cl,p) is invariant for 8t for al1 (q,p). This set is
q,p 1"'" n 1 n

n-dimensional by iii) and contains a closure of the trajectory of Hf starting from

(Cl,P) .By ii) the last ia equal to T~ for almst all p. So MN N = T~ Vq,p and the
p q,p p

vector-fields Hf ,... ,Hr are tangent to Tp
n .

1 n
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Proof of the theorem. Let st (j=l, ... ,n) be the flows of Hf. and st* be the
J

tangent flows on TM. By the a&aumption b) of the theorem the manifold (T 9').L is

invariant for st* Vj .

Lemma 1. Restrietions of the flows st* on (T 9).1, j = 1,2, ... ,n , commute. In

particularJ the flows s~ I commute.
(T 9).1

Proof. We shall prove that prove that the restrictiona of the flows (st)* on

T ~ commute. The statement is Iocal and it ia enough to prove it in a Iocal chart Q

on M with coordinates (xl""'~N)' Let in this chart

1 2N 1 2N
H

fj
= V = (V ,... ,V ), H

fK
= W = (W ,... ,W )

for same 1 ~ j J k ~ n , and TV: TM --+ T(TM) be a vector-field of a variational

equation for V . Let (xl""'~N' {1""'~2N) be coordinates on TQ. Then

TV(x,~) = (V(x), l k V(x) {e) and the commutator [TV,tW] of the vector-fields
e

TV, TW ia equal to

l k 8 kDW[TV,TW] =( (W -:a::-- V ~) ,
uXk uX k

The r.h.s. of the last equality ia equal to T [V,W] . So
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[TV,TW] = T [V,W] = TH [f/
k

]

and

[TVIT~' TWIT~l = TH[f/kl IT~

because the commutation of vector-fields ia a natural operation with respect to im-

bedding. B~ the assumption (2.8) H [f/kl (m) = o(dist(m, 3» . So the r.h.s. in the

last equality is equal to zero, the restrictiona of vector-fields TV, TW on T gM

commute and the lemma is proved. •

Let us fix a point qo E ll
n , Qo = 0 mod 2". ll

n ) and fix some analytic trivializa

tion of the restriction of (T 9).1 on qo )( P ,

(T 9').11 xp ~ P )( E
Qo

(2.9)

For pEP ,let (T 9"p).1 be the restriction of (T 9").1 on the torus T~ . To

prove the theorem, it is enough to trivialize the symplectic bundle (T 9' ).1 by a map
p

which depends on p in an analytic way, and to check that the restriction of the flow

8t* on (T 9"p).1 is of the form (2.2).

Let (el, ... ,en) be the usual basis of ll
n

and ~(q,P) = (q + t ej,p) . By Lemma

1 and assumption b) of the theorem we can see that there exists a nondegenerate analy

tic matrix Dij(p) such that
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n t I .T18 -~ Vjt=i t Djt (T 9" ).L - t
P

(2.10)

(this ia the first step from the classieal proof of Liouville-Arnold theorem, see Arnold

(1974), Moser, Zehnder (1980)). Let us denote by ~*(p) the flow on (T 9"p).L ,

. n t .
~*(p) = TI 8t D. *, J=l, ...•n .

t=i je

These fLows are well-defined by Lemma 1. Hy (2.9) the monodromy operators (!;~")

j=l J ... Jn , define linear sympleetomoprhisms of (T 3").L( ) ~ E . Hy Lemma Al (see. Qo,p

Appendix)

(2.11)

Here Bj are Bome analytie on p linear Hamiltonian operators in the eomplexifieation

Ee = E ~ ( of E (that is the matrix of Bj in EC = (n x (n is of a form
IR y+ Y-

Bj = J Bj(s) ; here J is the matrix of the operator J(y+,y-l = (-y_,y+) and Bj(s)

is a symmetric matrix). As the operators 0~'K* ' j=l,... ,n) commute, their logarithms

BJ(p) coIIlIhute as well (these results, for example, from the representation (A3) for

Bj(p) ). Now we can trivialize the bundle (T .1"p).L 0 ( with the help of a map
. .

(2.12)
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The definition of thia map ia correct because the image does not change if the vector

(ql'···,qn) ia replaced by (ql' ... ,qj % 2r,···,qn) . It ia symplectic because every map

exp T B/p) : EC
----> EC and every :Oow ~* are symplectic. The map (2.12) depends

on p in an analytic way because matrices Bj(p) are analytic. Let us define a map ~

in (2.1) in such a way that tl ia equal to the map '(2.12).
Tnx{p}xEc

Let us write for brevity

-+ . - -+ .
q 0 <8*(p) = TI <!>~ .*(p), q 0 B(p) = 1: qjBJ(p) .

J

From (2.10) we see that

(2.13)

here D1 is the first row of the inverse matrix Di1. So if under the trivialization (2.12)

(T 9"p)J. ~ ( 3 X ~ (q,p,{) and S~* X ~ (q1'{1) , i.e. if

tX ~l---------(q,p,{)

then q1 ="q + t D'1 and

-+
(q+t Dl).B -+-+e1 = e TIy 0 ((-t Di--q)· <!>*) 0 (t Di· (!;*) 0
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-+-+ -
-+ oB. t D1· B

o (q · (5*(O,p,e--q {)) = (O,p,e {)

(here TIy is a projection of (T .7"p)J. GD ()llo ~ T n )( yC on yC).

-+
So (2.2) holds with A(p) = D1(p) • B(p) and the theorem is proved. _

An Ilalmost inverseIl to Theorem 1 statement easily results from Proposition 2:

Proposition 3. If the NVE for Hf along 9' is reducible, pEP and Po is a

small enough neighborhood of p in P, then in a neighborhood of 3'0 = T n
x PO'

There are n analytic functions with the properties a), b).

To prove the statement it is enough to write the hamiltonian f in a form (2.5)

and to choose f1 = f , and for j ~ 2 fiq,p,y) = fj(p) , where the vectors VfO(PO)'

Vf2(PO), ... ,Vfn(PO) are linearly independent. _

For the last proposition a natural question is whether the reduction of Theorem 1

can be done in the category of real bundles. This is true jf in (2.11) the logarithms

Bj(p) of the monodromy operators can be constructed aB real matrices. For Lemmas

Al, A2 this is true if

(2.14)

(0' = spectrum) or if (5~" J j=l, ... ,n J are replaced by their squares. The last takes

place if the tori T~ are replaced by their 2n-sheets covering
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This covering induces a bundle (T 91tnd with the induced now (St*)ind in it.

Corol1ary 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the bundle (T 3)7 d can beIn

trivialized as areal bundle. For this trivialization the flow (St*)ind is of a form (2.2).

To realize the first possibility let us mention that (2.13) holds if

(2.15)

Definition 3. An invariant manifold !7 ia called linearly stable for a vector-field

Hf ' if all the Liapunov exponenta of every solution of Hf on 9' are equal to zero.

Lemma 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 the assumption (2.15) holds if and

only if the invariant manifold !7 is linearly stable for every vector-field Hf.
J

(j=I,... ,n) .

Proof. Let us auppose that 9' islinearly stable VHf.' j=I,... ,n. Then by the
. J

definition of the flows ~*(p) for every € > 0 there exists C € such that

(2.16)

and so (2.15) ia true.

Let ua suppose that (2.15) holds. Then (2.16) ia true V € > 0 with some C . By
€
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(2.13), (2.16) we see that IIs~*" ~ C; e
En

and the same is true for all S~* . So :J" is

linearly stable for all Hf.' •
J

Hf.' j = 1,... ,TI •

J
In such a case the spectrum of the operator J ASp) is pure imaginary.

Theorem 2. Suppose the invariant manifold 9" ia linearly stable for Hf and for

same Po E P H:r<PO) t 0 . Then the NVE of Hf along 9'0 = Tn
)( Po (PO is a small

enough neighborhood of Po in P) is reducible if and only if there are analytic func

tions f1,... ,fn such that f1 = fand the asaumptions a), b) of Theorem 1 are fulfilled

for !7 = !70 ' together with

c) 9"0 ia linearly stable for all

Proof. If the NVE is reducible then we can construct the functions fq, ... ,fn as in

Proposition 3. The manifold 9"0 is linearly stable for all Hf. trivially.
J.

Suppose now that the assumptions a)--e) are fulfilled. Then by Lemma 2 the

assumption (2.15) holds and by Lemma Al the matrices Bj(p) (and, so, the trivializa

tion t) can be real choosen. The last statement of the theorem ia trivial because a sy

stem of the form (2.2) is linearly stahle if and only if the spectrum of J A(p) is pure

imaginary.. •

R.emarks. 2) Propositions 1, 2 and Theorems I, 2 have direct smooth versions with

the same proofs.

3) Our proof of Theorems 1,2 (hut not of Lemmas Al, A2) does not use the finite

dimensionality of the fibers of the bündle (T 9).L . If in (2.9) dim A = m and we have

sufficient spectral information on the flows S~* and can construct "regular" logarithms

B}p) of the monodromy operators ®~" {see (2.11)), then our proof is valid.
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4) The reducibility of the NVE along 3"0 was proved via ita reducibility along

the tori {(q,p) E .5"1 p = const} . So the proof can be used for proving the reducibility

of a linear Hamiltonian equation

ci = W J Y= J A(q)y (q E Tn
J y E Y)

to a constant-eoefficient Hamiltonian equation y= J A y by means of symplectic

transformation y = C(q)y . This reduction ia possible if in the phase space

Tn )( !Rn )( Y there are functions f}q,p,y) (j = l,2, ... ,n) of the form

1 t t t-J,.
fj = wj·p 1:" 2" <Aj(q)y,y> such that w1 = w, Al = A, det(wl'w2,,,,,wn) T 0

V j,k

5) In the special case n=1 we need no "infinitesimal integrals" other than

f1 = f , and the assumptions a), b) of Theorem 1 are fulfilled in a trivial way. For n = 1

Theorem 1 + Corollary 1 coincide with the Floquet theorem (see Arnold, Givental

(1985)). For a less trivial example, see § 4 below.

3. Elliptic case.

Definition 4. The invariant manifold 3" is called weakly elliptic if the NVE of

Hf along 9' is reducible and operator J A(p) in (2.2) has pure imaginary spectrum

{ ± i Aj(p)}, 9" ia called elliptic if it is weakly elliptic and o~rator J A(p) is semi

simple (Le. is diagonal in some complex symplectic basis) 'tIp EP .
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One can treat Theorem 2 aB a weak ellipticity criterion.

Clearly, snbmanifold 9" is elliptic if it ia weakly elliptic and .l j(p) 4= .lk(p) for

j 4= k.

Remark 6. Finite-dimensional elliptic invariant submanifold of infinite codimen

sion appear in the study of nonlinear partial differential equations which are integrable

in terms of theta-functions. See Kuksin (1989), § 4.

For an elliptic invariant submanifold 9' the spectrum {:I: i Aj(p)} is not defined

in an unique way:

Proposition 4. Let the submanifold 3" is elliptic and the flow St I 9" is nondege

nerate:

(3.1)

Let UB consider some another trivialisation of 8t* with t ' and A' in (2.1), (2.2)

instead of t and A. Let u(J A' (p)) = {:I: i #j(p)} . Then for every j there exist

k = k(j), s = s(j) E 7ln such that

(3.2)

Moreover, every n numbers of the form Jl.(p) = A.(p) + s .(p) • w(p), s. E 7ln , may
J J J J

be achieved as a spectrum of a Hamiltonian operator J A' (p) for same trivialisation

~' .

Proo~. Let {<p~(p)}, <Pj(p) = <Pj(p) , be symplectic basic of yC ,
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J A(p) cp: = :I: i A.(p) 'P: .Then the mapping t' : T ll
x P x Y --+ (T a)J.., which

J J J ,j

maps (q,p,'Pj) to exp(T Sj,a) 'Pj , transforms the ßow St* into a ßow of an equation

(2.2) with an operator A' (p) such that

J A' (p) cp-J: = :I: i(S.· w(p) + A.(p))cp:
J J J J

Thus the second statement is proved.

1 . iJ'.t +
To prove the first one let us mention that t- 0 t' (q+CJt,p,e J CPj ) is a solu-

tion of (2.2) (here J A' cpj:l: = :I: i J'j'Pj %) . Let I-lot I (q,p,cpj %) = 1: x~(q,p )cp: .

Then the solution may be rewritten as exp(i J'jt)1: x:(q+ wt,p )cp: . So

(3.3) >

. :I: +
Among the functions xk there are nonzero ones. Let us suppose that x k (q,p);c 0 .

o
For (3.1) the components 01 the vector (w1" ",wn) are rationally independent for al-

most all pEP. Then by (3.3) xt = C(p)exp i S • q for some B E 7ln and
o

J..t. = Ak -ß. w . Thus the first assertion ia proved, too.
J 0

. Let UB consider a family of subgroups 01 additive graupe 71 of a form w(p) · 71n ,

pEP, and corresponding factor groups G(p) = 71/ w(p) • 71n . For a weakly elliptoc

submanifold 9" let us define elements Al(p), ... ,An(p) of G(p) as folIows:

(3.4)
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The following definition is motivated by Proposition 4:

Definition 5. If 9' ia an weakly elliptic invariant aubmanifold, then the depen

ding on pEP set

is called spectrum of 9'.

The important reason to prove the reducibility of the NVE is Proposition 2 which

provide a hamiltonian f(q,p,y) with the UBeful normal form (2.5). For nondegenerate

hamiltonians of the form (2.5) (see the condition (3.5) below) one can prove that the

family 9' = ~o(Tn )( P) of invariant tori ~O(Tn)( {p}) , pEP, is KAM-stable in

the following sense:

Definition 6. A family of invariant tori 9" = ~O(Tn )( P) of the Hamiltonian

vector-field Hf ia called KAM-stable if for an arbitrary analytic function 'r and for

E small enough, the vector-field H has an invariant set 9" = ~ (Tn )( P ).
f+E'r € € E

Here

1) P ia a Cantor-set in P and
E

mes(P\P E) --t 0 (E --t 0) ,

2) the map ~ : TU )( P --t M is Lipschitz and it is f-elose to ~O I ;
E E Tn)(P

E

3) the tori E (Tn )( {p}) ) pEP ,are invariant for the vector-field H
E E f+E'r
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To prove the KAM~tabilityone has to apply a theorem on perturbation of a line

ar system (see Eliasson (1988), Kuksin (1989), Pöschel (1989)) to the vector-field Hf

with f in the form (2.5) after a simple space-dilation (see Kuksin (1989), § 1). In such

a way we get the following result:

Theorem 3. 8uppose the invariant manifold 9' is weakly elliptic for the NVE of

Hf and for the spectrum {Aip) 1j=1,... ,n} of NVE we have:

(3.5)

Then A is KAM-stable.

Remark 7. There is a natural smooth version of Theorem 3. In order to prove it

one has to write down a smooth version of perturbation theorem for lower~mensional

invariant tori using uaual smoothing techniques of J. Moser. Clearly it is possible but

this work still has not been done.

Remark 8. In order to prove KAM-stability of 9' via a smooth version of the

arguments (see Remark 6) it ia enough to prove "KAM-reducibility ll of NVE. That is,

for every 0 > 0 we must be able to find a smooth trivialisation (2.1) such that inthe

equation (2.2) the matrix A8p) does not depend on q if p lies out of some Cantor set

of measure O.

Remark 9. In Johnson, Sell (1981) the hyperbolic situation was considered. It was

proved that. if normal bundle (T 9')J. ia trivial and the flow 8t* has full 8acker-Sell

apectrum then NVE is KAM-reducible and ::r as a family of "doubled tori ll ia

KAM-stable.
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4. Eumple.

Let N = n+1 and suppose the symplectic Riemann manifold M is polarizable.

Then the bundles TM and T 9" are trivial and 80 the bundle (T 3')J. is also trivial.

This results from the fact that the symplectic bundles TM, T 9", (T 9')J. can be

given comp~ex structures (see Amold (1978), Amold, Givental (1985)) and that a one

dimensional complex bundle which is a factor-bundle of a trivial complex bundle is

trivial (see ,Hirzebruch (1966)). So by the Proposition 1, in a neighborhood of :7 in M

there are symplectic coordinates (q,p,y) (q E Tn, pEP C!Rn, y = (y+,y~ E 0 C [R2)

and 9" = {y = O} . In this coordinates the hamiltonians f1,... ,fn we are looking for,

can be written in the form

Let us denote

v fJ. = w.(p} = (w. 1'... ,w. ) E!Rn ,
p J J J, J,n

21.(p) = J A.(p) Est(2) = st(2,1R) .
J J

The assumptions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled if we can construct the functions
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f1,... ,fn and the matrices 211,... ,21n E st(2) in such a way that f1 = fo and

211 = J Ao (fo'21.o are given), for every pEP the vectors w1(p), ... ,cun{p) span IRn )

and

(4.1)

V j,k = 1,... ,n..

Let us suppose that Hess fO(pc) =1= 0 and, so, near Po the map

p~ cu = VfO{p) is invertible. Then to prove KAM-reducibility of NVE (see Re

mark 8), for Remark 4 we have to construct smooth vectors w· = I.(i) and smooth
J J

matrices 2liq,w) (j = 2, ... ,n) which solve equations (4.1) with ""1 = "",

211 = 211(q,p) , VfO(p) = cu, for W out of a set of small measure 0 in such a way that

(4.2)

In particular, if n=2 , then we have to find a vector w2 and a matrix

~(q) E st(2) such that

(4.3)

t t -Idet( w1,(2) T 0

(the last reiation exc1udes the trivial solution 212 = ,,\211 , w2 = "\cu! ).

The equation (4.3) is the equation of zero curvature (see Fa.ddeev, Takhtajan

(1987)) with non-standard periodicity conditions (that is, the periodicity is not with

respect to the directions ""1' ""2 ' but to sorne other directions). Well-known gauge
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transformations

( G = G(q) is an analytic symplectic matrix) transforms solutions of (4.3) into new

ones. It provides a means to construct new salutions of (4.3) from the trivial ones.

Clearly, the equation (4.3) cannot be 80lved for arbitrary analytic 211(q) E81(2)

for all w1 EV~(P) because same NVE with N = n+1 are not reducible (at least for

some Liouvilleau frequencies w1 , see Johnsen (1979), Herman (1983)). Nevertheless we

have the following

Conjecture. If the matrix 211(q) is analytic then V D> 0 there exist a smooth

matrix 212 and a smooth vector w2 which salve (4.3) fro w1 out of some set of mea

sure 6.

If it ia true then NVE is KAM-reducible and :7 is KAM-stable (see Remark 8).

Appendix. On logarithms of analytic symplectic matrices.

Let Cp ' pEP, be a symplectic matrix of order 2m analytic on p. Let for

some Po E P the matrix C
PO

be reversible.

Lemma Al. There exist a neighborhoed Po ef Po and an analytic complex ma-
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trix Bp ' pEP0 ' which is abrauch of Ln Cp :

expB =C .p p
(Al) .

The matrix is Hamiltoniau:

(A2)

aud may be choosen real if the spectrum 17(C ) contains no real negative points.
Po

Proof. As 17(C )/0, there exists a contour r (( such that 17(C ) lies in-
Po Po

side r and 0 lies outside r. The same is true for 17(C ) t pEP0 if Po is small, p

enough. For A E riet us fix some brauch in A of Ln A and set

B = 1 tin A dA .p 27i1 c-:xp
(A3)

Then exp Bp = Cp (see Dunford, Schwartz (1958), Ch. VII) and so (Al) is proved. To

prove (A2) let us mention that

1) the operator Bp in (A3) depends on Cp in a continuous waYi

2) single--6pectrum symplectic matrices are dense among symplectic matrices;

3) single--6pectrum symplectic matrix is diagonal in some symplectic basis and for

it (A2) is evident.

So it remains to prove the last statement. It is well-known (Arnold (1974),
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Arnold, Givental (1985)) that for an invertible symplectic matrix C, the spectrum

u(C) consists of pairs of points '\, ,\-1 (,\ E IR) ; pairs of points '\,'\- (1,\ I = 1) and

quadrupies '\, X, ,\-1, Xl (,\ E(\IR , 1,\ I f 1) . So in the present situation

u(C
po

) = 81 U (S2 US2) ,where Sl = {,\j} ( IR+, 82 = {Jlj} ( {,\ IIm ,\ > o} . Let

us take a (nonconnected) contour rOof the form r °= u r('\j) U (f(Jlo)U - f(JLj)) .
. ~j Jlj

Here r(,\j) , r(Jlj) are smail circles centered at ~j' Jlj (thus r(,\ j) = -f('\ j) V ,\j) .

We can do it in such a way that r°n (-«l,O] = ; , and so we can take for tn z a

branch of Ln z which is real for ,\ E IR+ . With such a choice of r in (A3) one can see

in a trivial way that Hp = n;- . •

Lemma A2. Under the assumptions of Lemma Al there exists an analytic real

Hamiltonian matrix tt , p E Po such that exp tt = C2 , pEP .p p p c

Proof. Let r E ( be a contour containing all negative eigenvalues of C and no
- p

other eigenvalues. Then for pEP° (PO is smaIl enough there exists a smooth splitting

1R2m into t,wo invariant for Cp symplectic subspaces, [R2m = El e E2 ' such taht the

spectrum of eiE is negative and lies inside r and the spectrum of C IE lies
p 1 P 2

outside r and out of (-«l,O] . Then by Lemma Al eiE = exp B2 for some real
p 2 P

Hamiltonian operator B(2) ,and (C IE = exp B(2) for some real Hamiltonian ope-
p p 2 P .

rator B (2) ,and (C IE )2 = exp B ( 1) . This operator has all the properties we need.
p p 1 P

•
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